In this paper, we present a three-dimensional (3-D) wideband geometry-based channel model for multiple-input and multiple-output vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication in tunnel environments. We introduce a two-cylinder model to describe moving vehicles, as well as multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid models to depict internal surfaces of tunnel walls. The received signal is constructed as a sum of direct line-of-sight propagations, rays with single and double interactions. The movement between the mobile transmitter and mobile receiver results in time-varying geometric statistics that make our channel model non-stationary. Using this channel model, the proposed channel characteristics are studied for different V2V scenarios. The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed 3-D non-wide-sense stationary (WSS) wideband channel model is practical for characterizing real V2V channels.
MT and MR [4] - [5] . Reliable knowledge of the realistic propagation channel models, which provide effective and simple means to approximately express the statistical properties of V2V channels [6] .
B. Prior Work 1) Geometry-Based Channels
To evaluate the performance of V2V communication systems, accurate channel models are indispensable. Regarding the approach of V2V channel modeling, the models can be categorized as deterministic models (mainly indicates the raytracing method) and stochastic models. In particular, stochastic models can be roughly divided into several categories, such as nonregular-shaped geometry-based stochastic models (NG-BSMs) and regular-shaped geometry-based stochastic models (RS-GBSMs) [7] - [15] . The former are also known as parametric models, which are constructed based on the channel measurements, while the latter are based on the regular geometric shape of interfering objects.
In [7] , the authors demonstrated that the line-of-sight (LoS) is likely to be obstructed by buildings and obstacles between the MT and MR. Thus, it is necessary to adopt Ricean channels to describe V2V communication environments. The authors in [8] proposed a generalized visual scattering channel model for multi-bounced propagation paths in dense urban communication environments; however, the impacts of moving vehicles around the MT and MR on the V2V channel characteristics were not discussed. Cheng et al. [9] introduced an RS-GBSM for V2V scenarios. The authors presented a two-ring model to depict moving vehicles and an ellipse model to mimic roadside environments. Yuan et al. [10] adopted a two-sphere model to describe moving vehicles as well as multiple confocal elliptic-cylinder models to depict roadside scenarios. The authors in [11] proposed a semiellipsoidal non-stationary channel model for V2V scenarios. In 2014, Zajic et al. [12] proposed a two-cylinder model to depict moving and stationary scatterers in the vicinity of the transmitter and receiver. In [12] , the authors stated that the mobility of interfering objects significantly affect the Doppler spectrum. Furthermore, three-dimensional (3D) RS-GBSMs for macrocell and microcell communication environments were presented in [13] and [14] , respectively. However, most of the above RS-GBSMs focus on narrowband channel models, wherein all rays 0018-9545 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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experience a similar propagation delay [15] . This is not a realistic description of wireless V2V communication environments. According to the channel measurements between the narrowband and wideband V2V channels in [16] , Sen et al. concluded that the channel characteristics for different propagation delays in wideband channels should be addressed. In 2009, the authors in [17] first proposed a wideband RS-GBSM for multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) V2V Ricean fading channels. However, in [17] , the model was shown to be unable to reflect the channel statistics for different propagation delays, which are significant for wideband channels. Based on two measured scenarios in [18] , Cheng et al. [19] introduced the concept of vehicle traffic density (VTD) to represent moving vehicles. Those authors presented the channel statistics for different propagation delays (i.e., per-tap channel statistics); however, the angular spreading of incident waves in an elevation plane was ignored. The authors in [20] - [21] proposed a wideband MIMO V2V channel model based on a geometrical semi-circular tunnel scattering model, which assumed that an infinite number of scatterers are randomly distributed on the tunnel wall. In [22] , the authors first provide an analytical channel model for the tunnel with a deterministic vehicular traffic flow, which accurately predict the signal propagation and field distribution in the tunnel. The authors in [23] investigated the spatio-temporal radio propagation channel inside an arched highway tunnel employing a wideband directional channel sounding data for future cellular systems in terms of coverage, delay spread and dominant scatterers.
2) Non-Stationary Channels
Most previous channel models rely on the wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption, which is valid only for very short time intervals (in the order of milliseconds [18] ). Measurements in [24] have shown that in V2V scenarios, the stationary interval, during which the WSS assumption is valid, is much shorter than the observation time interval. This means that the WSS condition is no longer fulfilled in V2V scenarios. To fill the above gaps, models that consider the nonstationarities of the channel are needed.
In [25] and [26] , the authors proposed two-dimensional (2D) geometry-based non-wide-sense stationary (non-WSS) narrowband channel models for T-junction and straight road environments, respectively. The authors in [27] and [28] presented 2D non-stationary theoretical wideband MIMO Ricean channel models for V2V scenarios. Furthermore, Yuan et al. [29] presented a 3D wideband MIMO V2V channel. Nonetheless, the authors only focused on two relative special movement directions: the same direction and opposite direction. In [30] , the authors investigated the algebraic structure of the poles in the Doppler spectrum for arbitrary delays and velocity configurations, in which speed vectors are introduced to describe the arbitrary movement directions in V2V communication environments. The authors in [31] proposed a novel algorithm based on the Hough transform, which can be used to identify multiple clusters observed in the measured channels. The authors of [32] presented a wideband MIMO model for V2V channels based on extensive measurements taken in highway and rural environments. 
C. Main Contributions
In this paper, we present a 3D non-stationary wideband channel model for MIMO V2V tunnel communication environments, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The model is operated at 5.9 GHz, with a bandwidth of 50 MHz, which is dedicated for vehicular communications [31] . The major contributions of this paper are outlined as follows:
1) Based on the two measured scenarios mentioned above in [32] , we propose a 3D non-stationary wideband geometric channel model for two different V2V communication environments, i.e., highway scenarios and urban scenarios. 2) We, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time introduce a 3D wideband semi-ellipsoid model to describe the curved walls of tunnels in V2V communication environments, which is able to model interfering objects with identical delays on the same semi-ellipsoid, while different semi-ellipsoids represent the different propagation delays. In light of this, important time-varying channel characteristics for different taps can be derived and thoroughly investigated. 3) In the proposed model, the time-varying propagation path lengths are first taken into account to capture the V2V channel non-stationarity. To be specific, the impacts of movement velocities and directions on the time-varying V2V channel characteristics are investigated in comparison with those of the corresponding WSS model and measured results. The results show that the model is an excellent approximation of realistic V2V scenarios. 4) In the model, the propagation conditions of the MT and MR located in different azimuth planes (i.e., slope V2V scenarios) is firstly studied. In this case, the non-line-ofsight (NLoS) rays with ground reflection on the proposed V2V channel characteristics are investigated. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II details the proposed 3D non-stationary wideband channel model for flat V2V tunnel communication environments. In Section III, the proposed V2V channel characteristics are derived and thoroughly investigated. In Section IV, numerical results and discussions are provided. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. SYSTEM CHANNEL MODEL
In general, the geometric model specifies the mathematical model and the algorithms used for channel modeling that applied to all scenarios. It is based on the WINNER II channel model. This geometric model employs a GBSM approach to represent the multi-path propagation channel between a transmitter and receivers. In multipath channels, the path length of each wave determines the propagation delay and essentially also the average power of the wave at the MR. In [6] , the authors state that the ellipse model forms to a certain extent the physical basis for the modelling of frequency-selective channels. Therefore, when the MT and MR are located in the focus of the ellipse, every wave in the scattering region characterized by the l-th ellipses undergoes the same discrete propagation delay τ = τ 0 + τ , = 0, 1, 2, ..., L − 1, where τ 0 denotes the propagation delay of the LoS component, τ is an infinitesimal propagation delay, and L is the number of paths with different propagation delays. In particular, the number of paths with different propagation delays exactly corresponds to the number of delay elements required for the tapped-delay-line (TDL) structure of modelling frequency-selective channels. It is worth mentioning that in V2V communication scenarios with different contributions of rays with single and double interactions to the V2V channel statistics; thus, it is necessary to design different taps of the proposed wideband V2V channel model. As mentioned in [33] , the tap is strongly related to the delay resolution in V2V channels. Here, let us define a l as the semi-major of the l-th ellipse in the azimuth plane. Then, for the next propagation delay, the semi-major of the (l + 1)-th ellipse in the azimuth plane can be derived as a l+1 = a l + cτ /2 with c = 3 × 10 8 m/s. Modelling V2V channels by using a TDL structure with timevarying coefficients gives a deep insight into the channel statistics in the proposed model. In Fig. 3 (a), we notice that the received signal for the first tap is composed of an infinite number of delayed and weighted replicas of the signal in a multipath channel, including direct LoS propagations (i.e., MT → MR), rays with single interactions caused by the interfering objects located on either of two cylinders presented by the moving vehicles (i.e., MT → A → MR and MT → B → MR) or on the first semi-ellipsoid (i.e., MT → C → MR), and rays with double interactions generated from the objects located on both cylinders (i.e., MT → U → V → MR). Let us define the combination of the above cases as the first tap. In light of this, we can analyze the proposed channel characteristics for different propagation delays, i.e., per-tap channel statistics. However, for other taps (l ≥ 1), the link is a superposition of the rays with single interactions that are produced only from the objects located on the semi-ellipsoid (i.e., MT → G → MR), as well as the rays with double interactions caused by the objects from the combined single cylinder and the corresponding semi-ellipsoid (i.e., MT → E → F → MR, MT → M → N → MR), as shown in Fig. 3 
(b).

A. Descriptions of the Proposed V2V Channel Model
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the geometry of the proposed V2V channel model, which is a combination of direct LoS propagations, rays with single and double interactions. It is assumed that the propagation components are independent of each other. Furthermore, we assume that the MT and MR are located in the same azimuth plane. Thus, the model is mainly applicable for flat road communications. A similar assumption can be seen in [12] and [29] . In the proposed model, we use a two-cylinder model to depict moving vehicles (i.e., around the MT or MR), as well as multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid models to mimic curved walls of tunnels. It is worth mentioning that the ellipse model is usually the physical basis for modeling wideband channels. Conventional channel models assume that waves experience similar propagation delays, which can be described by an ellipse model with MT and MR located at the foci. Measurements in [34] demonstrate that there is a wealth of angular information in the vertical plane. This indicates that the 3D channel model is more accurate than the 2D channel model when calculating the channel capacity, i.e., the assumption of 2D propagation may lead to an inaccurate estimation of the system performance. In light of this, many kinds of 3D geometric channel models (including azimuth and elevation angles) are introduced to describe V2V environments. To be specific, the authors in [10] and [29] used the cylinder model to describe roadside environments. However, the objects located on the cylinder did not have identical delays and the complexity of the channel model increased, which negated the advantage of elliptic models for wideband channels. For V2V tunnel scenarios, the objects are randomly distributed on the curved walls of tunnels [35] . Therefore, it is reasonable to adopt semi-ellipsoid models to describe the wireless communications in roadside environments [36] - [37] . To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose a 3D wideband semi-ellipsoid model to describe V2V environments, which is able to efficiently describe the distributions of objects on the interval surface of tunnel walls. The model introduces objects with identical delays on the same semi-ellipsoid, whereas different semi-ellipsoids represent the different propagation delays. In light of this, we are able to investigate the V2V channel characteristics for different propagation delays, i.e., per-tap channel statistics. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the MT and MR have similar heights as the surrounding objects (such as vehicles and pedestrians). Note that the vehicles and pedestrians are hardly above the transmitter and receiver. Measurements in [17] showed that the differences in the power levels of the Doppler spectrum when the objects are modeled with the 2D (circle) and the 3D (cylinder) models are insignificant. Accordingly, we introduce the two-cylinder model to describe the objects around the MT and MR.
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, suppose that the MT and MR are equipped with uniform linear array (ULA) M T and M R omnidirectional antenna elements. The proposed model is also capable of introducing other MIMO geometric antenna systems, such as uniform circular array (UCA), uniform rectangular array (URA), and L-shaped array [38] . The distance between the centers of the MT and MR cylinders is denoted as D = 2f 0 , where f 0 designates the half-length of the distance between the two focal points of the ellipse in the azimuth plane. Let us define a l and b l as the semi-ellipsoid's semi-lengths on the major axis (i.e., x-axis) and minor axis (i.e., y-axis), respectively. Here, we assume that the l-th semi-ellipsoid's semi-length on the z-axis is also denoted as b l , i.e., b l = a 2 l − f 2 0 . It is assumed that the radius of the cylindrical surface around the MT is denoted as R t1 ≤ R t ≤ R t2 . Note that R t1 and R t2 correspond with the respective urban and highway scenarios in [32] . Similarly, at the MR, the radius of the cylindrical surface is denoted as R r1 ≤ R r ≤ R r2 . Let Ant T p represent the p-th (p = 1, 2, ..., M T ) antenna of the transmit array, and let Ant R q represent the q-th (q = 1, 2, ..., M R ) antenna of the receive array. The spaces between the two adjacent antenna elements at the MT and MR are denoted as δ T and δ R , respectively. The orientations of the transmit antenna array in the azimuth plane (relative to the x-axis) and elevation plane (relative to the x − y plane) are denoted as ψ T and θ T , respectively. Similarly, the orientations at the receiver are denoted as ψ R and θ R , respectively. Here, we assume that there are N 1,1 objects (vehicles) existing on the cylindrical surface around the MT, and the n 1,1 -th (n 1,1 = 1, ..., N 1,1 ) object is defined as s (n 1,1 ) . N 1,2 objects likewise exist around the MR lying on the cylinder model, and the n 1,2 -th (n 1,2 = 1, ..., N 1,2 ) object is defined as s (n 1,2 ) . For the multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid models, N l,3 objects lie on a multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid with the MT and MR located at the foci. The n l,3 -th (n l,3 = 1, ..., N l,3 ) object is designated as s (n l,3 ) .
B. Complex Impulse Response
In general, the proposed MIMO V2V channel model can be described by matrix
) denotes the complex impulse response (CIR) between the p-th transmit antenna and q-th receive antenna in our model, i.e., h pq (t, τ ) =
is the total number of taps, ω l is the gain of the l-th tap, and τ l is the propagation delays [27] . For a unit transmit power, suppose the power transferred through the Ant
Then, the complex tap coefficient for the first tap at the carrier frequency f c can be expressed as [19] 
where ξ pq,n 1,i = ξ pn 1,i + ξ qn 1,i and ξ pq,n 1,1 ,n 1,2 = ξ pn 1,1 + ξ n 1,1 n 1,2 + ξ qn 1,2 denote the travel distance of the waves through the link Ant T p → s (n 1,i ) → Ant R q and Ant T p → s (n 1,1 ) → s (n 1,2 ) → Ant R q , respectively. Here, K denotes the Rice factor, λ is the wavelength. The parameters v T and v R are the movement velocities of the MT and MR, respectively. The γ T and γ R are the movement directions of the MT and MR, respectively. α LoS R and β LoS R denote the AAoA and EAoA of the LoS path, respectively. For the NLoS rays, the symbol α (n 1,1 ) R represents the AAoA of the wave scattered from the object s (n 1,1 ) around the MT, whereas α (n 1,2 ) R represents the AAoA of the wave scattered from the object s (n 1,2 ) around the MR. Similarly, β (n 1,1 ) R and β (n 1,2 ) R denote the EAoAs of the waves scattered from the object s (n 1,1 ) and s (n 1,2 ) , respectively. On the other hand, α (n 1,3 ) R and β (n 1,3 ) R denote the AAoA and EAoA of the waves scattered from the object s (n 1,3 ) in the semi-ellipsoid model for the first tap. It is assumed that the phase ϕ 0 is an independent random variable, which has a uniform distribution in the interval from −π to π, i.e., ϕ 0 ∼ [ −π, π ). Furthermore, energy-related parameters η SB 1,i and η DB specify the numbers of the rays with single and double interactions respectively contribute to the total scattered power, which can be normalized to satisfy 3 i=1 η SB 1,i + η DB = 1 for brevity [10] . However, for other taps (l ≥ 1), the complex tap coefficient of the Ant T p → Ant R q link can be derived as
where ξ pq,n l,3 = ξ pn l,3 + ξ qn l,3 , ξ pq,n 1,1 ,n l,3 = ξ pn 1,1 + ξ n 1,1 n l,3 + ξ qn l,3 , and ξ pq,n l,3 ,n 1,2 = ξ pn l,3 + ξ n l,3 n 1,2 + ξ qn 1,2 denote the travel distance of the waves through the link
denote the AAoA and EAoA of the waves scattered from the object s (n l,3 ) in the l-th semi-ellipsoid model. Similar to the above case, energy-related parameters η SB l, 3 and η DB l,1 (η DB l,2 ) specify the amount that the rays with single and double interactions respectively contribute to the total scattered power, which can be normalized to satisfy η SB l,3 + η DB l,1 + η DB l,2 = 1. In addition, because the derivations of the condition that guarantees the fulfillment of the TDL structure are the same, we only detail the derivation of the condition for the second tap.
As introduced in [29] , we note that the impulse response of the proposed model is related to the scattered power in V2V channels. Therefore, it is important to define the received scattered power in different taps and different scenarios (i.e., highway and urban scenarios) in V2V channels. In short, for the first tap, the rays with single interactions are caused by the objects located on either of the two cylinders or the first semi-ellipsoid, while the rays with double interactions are generated from the objects located on the both cylinders, as shown in Fig. 2 . For highway scenarios (i.e., R t = R t2 and R r = R r2 ), there exist few moving vehicles around the MT and MR. Therefore, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the curved walls of tunnels described by the objects located on the first semi-ellipsoid. The moving vehicles represented by the objects located on the two cylinders are more likely to be single-bounced, rather than double-bounced. This indicates that the power of the rays with single interactions scattered from the semi-ellipsoid model is larger than the others; while the power of the rays with double interactions scattered from the two-cylinder model is the lowest, i.e., η SB 1,3 > max{η SB 1,1 , η SB 1,2 } > η DB . For urban scenarios (i.e., R t = R t1 and R r = R r1 ), the moving vehicles are relatively dense around the MT and MR. In this case, the rays with double interactions of the two-cylinder model can bear more energy than the rays with single interactions of the two-cylinder and semi-ellipsoid models. This means that the power of the rays with double interactions of the two-cylinder model is larger than the others, i.e., η DB > max{η SB 1, 1 
However, for the second tap, it is assumed that the rays with single interactions are produced only from the objects located on the corresponding semi-ellipsoid, while the rays with double interactions are caused by the objects from the combined one cylinder (either of the two cylinders) and the corresponding semi-ellipsoid [19] . It is worth mentioning that the rays with double interactions in the first tap must be smaller in distance than the rays with single interactions on the second semi-ellipsoid, i.e., max{R t , R r } < min{a 2 − a 1 }. It is stated in [39] that the delay resolution is approximately the inverse of bandwidth and therefore, we assume that the delay resolution in the proposed model is 20 ns for 50 MHz. In this paper, we define different propagation delays with the different ellipses. Thus, the second ellipse should produce at least 6 m excess path length than the first ellipse, i.e., 2a 2 − 2a 1 = cτ with τ = 20 ns. In this case, the proposed channel statistics for different propagation delays can be investigated. For highway scenarios, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the curved walls of tunnels described by the objects located on the semiellipsoid. This indicates that the power of the rays with single interactions of the l-th semi-ellipsoid model is larger than the others, i.e., η SB l,3 > max{η DB l,1 , η DB l,2 }. For urban scenarios, the rays with double interactions from the combined single cylinder and semi-ellipsoid models can bear more energy than the rays with single interactions of the semi-ellipsoid model. This means that the power of the rays with single interactions of the l-th semi-ellipsoid model is smaller than the others, i.e., min{η DB l,1 , η DB l,2 } > η SB l,3 .
C. Non-Stationary Time-Varying Parameters
In [29] , the authors introduced the time-varying azimuth angle of departure (AAoD), elevation angle of departure (EAoD), azimuth angle of arrival (AAoA), and elevation angle of arrival (EAoA) to describe the movement properties of V2V channels. Nevertheless, the effects of arbitrary movement directions on the channel statistics, which are meaningful for V2V channels, cannot be investigated in this study. To this aim, the original fixed geometric path lengths are replaced by the time-varying parameters. It is assumed that the MR is relatively far from the MT in the proposed V2V channel model; thus, we can make the following assumptions:
Based on the law of cosines in appropriate triangles and small angle approximations (i.e., sin x ≈ x and cos x ≈ 1 for small x), the corresponding time-varying geometric path lengths can be approximated as
where ξ T,n 1,2 = D + R r cos α
Note that the AAoD/EAoD, (i.e., α
, and AAoA/EAoA, (i.e., α
, are independent for doublebounced rays, while they are correlated for the rays with single interactions. According to the proposed geometric model in Figs. 1 and 2 , the relationships between the AAoDs/EAoDs and AAoAs/EAoAs are derived as
where F 0 = ξ qn l,i cos β (n l,i ) R , and ξ qn l,i is the distance from the MR to the object s (n l,i ) . Substituting (13) To jointly characterize the azimuth and elevation angular parameters on the channel characteristics, we use the von Mises probability density function (PDF) in [40] because it approximates many of the aforementioned distributions and admits closed-form solutions for many useful situations. The von Mises PDF is derived as
In addition, β 0 ∈ [−π, π) denotes the mean values of the azimuth angle α (n l,i ) T (R) and elevation angle β (n l,i ) T (R) , respectively. In addition, k (k ≥ 0) is a real-valued parameter that controls the angles spread of α 0 and β 0 .
III. PROPOSED CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
A. Spatial Correlation Functions
For V2V wireless communications, the channel effect is completely characterized by the CIRs [6] . Once calculated, the CIR can be used to analyze or simulate the effect of the V2V wireless channel on the performance of vehicular communication systems. As shown in [39] , the spatial correlation properties of two arbitrary CIRs h pq (t, τ ) and h p q (t, τ ) of a MIMO V2V channel are completely determined by the correlation properties of h l,pq (t) and h l,p q (t) in each tap, so that no correlations exist between the underlying processes in different taps. In previous studies, the spatial correlation function (CF) is an important statistic in designing a communication link that characterizes how fast a wireless channel changes with respect to time, movement, or frequency. Therefore, the normalized time-varying spatial CF can be expressed as [33] 
where E[·] denotes the expectation operation and (·) * is the complex conjugate operation. It is assumed that the direct LoS propagations, rays with single and double interactions are independent of each other; thus, the spatial CF for the first tap can be expressed as
However, for other taps, we have
By applying the corresponding scatterer non-uniform distribution, and by following similar reasoning in [41] , we can obtain the time-varying spatial CFs of the proposed channel model, as outlined below. Specifically, by submitting (2) into (19) , the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the LoS rays can be expressed as
In substituting (3) into (19), the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the rays with single interactions SB 1,i can be derived as
It is stated in [41] that
Thus, the total power of the SB 1,i rays is proportional to 1/N 1,i . This is equal to the infinitesimal power coming from the differential of the 3D angles, dα
) denotes the joint von Mises PDF in (18) . Therefore, (23) can be rewritten as
Similarly, submitting (4) into (19) , the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the rays with double interactions DB can be expressed as
Submitting (6) into (19), the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the rays with single interactions SB l,3 can be expressed as
Submitting (7) into (19), the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the rays with double interactions DB l,1 can be derived as
Submitting (8) into (19) , the time-varying spatial CF in the case of the rays with double interactions DB l,2 can be derived as
× e j2πf c ξ pq,n l,3 n 1,2 (t)−ξ p q ,n l,3 n 1,
From (22)-(28), we notice that the spatial CFs of the proposed model are related to the propagation path lengths; hence, the spatial correlations have different properties for different taps.
In the following, by setting p = p and q = q , the temporal auto-correlation function (ACF) can be expressed as [42] 
It is worth mentioning that, the temporal ACF is time-varying because of the motion of the MT and MR.
B. Frequency CFs
The frequency CFs, which measure the frequency selectivity of the proposed channel model [43] , can be expressed as
where h pq (t, f ) can be derived by the Fourier transform of the CIR h pq (t, τ ), i.e., h pq (t, f ) =
Here, substituting the CIRs of the LoS, single-, and double-bounced propagation rays into (30) , the corresponding time-varying frequency CFs can be derived.
C. Doppler Power Spectral Density
In the proposed model, the signals propagate from the MT to the MR via different propagation paths. In addition to the fluctuations in the signal envelope and phase, the received signal frequency constantly varies because of the motion between the MT and MR. It is worth mentioning that the rays with single and double interactions in the proposed model jointly influence the distributions of the Doppler power spectral densities (PSDs). Here, by applying the Fourier transform of the temporal ACF r h l,pq (t, Δt) with respect to the time interval Δt, the proposed Doppler PSD can be derived as
It is worth mentioning that the Doppler PSDs of the proposed model are impacted by the movement directions (i.e., γ T and γ R ), velocities (i.e., v T and v R ), and time t of the MT and MR. Furthermore, we notice that the propagation paths for the first tap are different from those for other taps; therefore, the Doppler PSDs of the first tap are different from those of other taps.
D. Power Delay Profile
In wireless communications, the power delay profile (PDP) gives the intensity of a signal received through a multipath channel as a function of the propagation delay, which is easily measured empirically and can be used to extract certain parameters of the channel such as the delay spread. Therefore, the PDP in the proposed model can be derived by taking the spatial average of the CIRs, i.e., (32) where ω l denotes the gain of the l-th tap. It is worth mentioning that the proposed V2V channel model is non-stationary because of the motion of the MT and MR. Therefore, when we aim to reproduce the non-exponential power decay behaviors of proposed model, it is important to derive the time-varying propagation path lengths for the first tap and other taps, which have been discussed in Section II.C.
E. Stationary Interval
The stationary interval is the maximum time duration over which the WSS assumption is valid, and can be calculated as
where N P DP denotes the number of averaged PDPs, t s is the time of the s-th drop (snapshot). The correlation coefficient between two averaged PDPs can be expressed as
The stationary interval can be then written as [42] T 0 (t s ) = max Δt ρ(t s , Δt ≥ ρ 0 )
where ρ 0 is a given threshold of the correlation coefficient. It is worth mentioning that the above analysis is mainly for flat communication environments, where the MT and MR are located in the same plane. However, in reality, the moving vehicles can be anywhere above, below, or on the actual slope, requiring a more careful analysis to accurately model this V2V propagation condition [44] . To overcome the above problem, it is important to investigate the V2V channel characteristics where the MT and MR are located in different azimuth planes. Detailed discussions can be seen in Appendix I. It is also worth mentioning that the V2V channel characteristics are impacted by the movement velocities and directions of the vehicles around the MT and MR; therefore, we give detailed discussions in Appendix II.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the statistical properties of the proposed 3D non-stationary wideband V2V channel model are evaluated and analyzed. The time slots for the stationary and non-stationary conditions are set t = 0 and t = 2 s, respectively. To investigate the proposed channel statistics for different propagation delays, i.e., per-tap statistics, we define the semi-major dimensions for the first tap and second tap are respectively a 1 = 180 m and a 2 = 200 m, i.e., τ = 2(a 2 − a 1 )/c ≈ 133 ns > 20 ns. Unless otherwise specified, all the channel related parameters used in this section are listed in Table I . 
1) Ricean Factor:
In Rice channels, the Ricean factor is related to the real communication environments. Specifically, r For urban scenarios, the waves from the MT impinge on objects before reaching the MR (i.e., NLoS rays). Thus, the Ricean factor K is small (i.e., normally smaller than 1.5) as the LoS component does not have dominant power.
r For highway scenarios, K is large (i.e., normally larger than 3.5) because fewer moving vehicles/obstacles (between the MT and MR) on the road result in the strong LoS propagation component.
2) Energy-Related Parameters: As mentioned in [45] , the energy-related parameters in V2V channels for tap one and other taps should be equal to unity, i.e., 3 i=1 η SB 1,i + η DB = 1 and η SB l,3 + η DB l,1 + η DB l,2 = 1. Note that the energy-related parameters η SB l,1 , η SB l,2 , η SB l,3 , η DB , η DB l,1 , and η DB l,2 are related to the scattered cases of NLoS rays. Specifically, r For tap one highway scenarios, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the stationary roadside environments. The moving vehicles represented by the objects located on the two cylinders are more likely to be single-bounced, rather than double-bounced. This indicates that η SB 1,3 > max{η SB 1,1 , η SB 1,2 } > η DB , i.e., η SB 1,3 is normally larger than 0.4, η SB 1,1 and η SB 1,2 are normally both larger than 0.2 but smaller than 0.4, while η DB is normally smaller than 0.1.
r For tap one urban scenarios, the received scattered power is mainly from the waves scattered from the twocylinder model, i.e., η DB > max{η SB 1,1 , η SB 1,2 , η SB 1,3 } (normally, η DB is larger than 0.6, while η SB 1,1 , η SB 1,2 , and η SB 1,3 are all smaller than 0.15).
r For tap two highway scenarios, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the stationary roadside environments described by the objects located on the semi-ellipsoid. Thus, η SB 2,3 > max{η DB 2,1 , η DB 2,2 }, i.e., η SB 2,3 is normally larger than 0.7, while η DB 2,1 and η DB 2,2 are both smaller than 0.15.
r For tap two urban scenarios, the received scattered power is mainly from the rays with double interactions from the combined single cylinder and semi-ellipsoid models, i.e., min{η DB 2,1 , η DB 2,2 } > η SB 2,3 (normally, η SB 2,3 is smaller than 0.1, while η DB 2,1 and η DB 2,2 are both larger than 0.4). 3) Environment-Related Parameters: In V2V channels, the environment-related parameters k (l,1) , k (l,2) , and k (l,3) are related to the distribution of objects. Specifically, r For highway scenarios, the values of k (l,1) and k (l,2) (i.e., normally both smaller than 10) are high, because there exist few moving vehicles in V2V channels.
r In both the highway and urban scenarios, k (l,3) is large (i.e., normally larger than 10) as the objects reflected from roadside environments are normally concentrated.
A. AAoA Statistics
In general, the PDFs of the AAoA statistics at the MR are strongly related to the last geometric path length in multipath channels. Although the channel model in [11] is different from the proposed model, when the waves scattered from the roadside environments (semi-ellipsoid model), the AAoA statistics are similar to those in the proposed model. Here, we assume that the transmitter emits the signal to the receiver in significantly small beamwidth, spanning the azimuth range of [−α, α]. As shown in Fig. 4 , when the MT is employed with the directional antenna elements, the AAoA PDFs in 0 ≤ α (n l,3 ) R ≤ π firstly decrease to a local value of AAoA and then increase to a local maximum with a "corner", the AAoA PDFs finally decrease sharply. A similar behavior can be seen in −π ≤ α (n l,3 ) R ≤ 0. By increasing the beamwidth α with more objects in the scattering region, the PDFs firstly have higher values on both sides of the curves, and then gradually tend to be equal. It can also be noted that when the road width b 1 increases from 120 m to 160 m, the values of the AAoA PDFs increase sharply.
B. Spatial and Frequency CFs
By adopting an MT antenna element spacing δ T = λ, the absolute values of the time-varying spatial CFs of the proposed V2V channel model are illustrated in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. By imposing i = 1 and 3 in (24), Fig. 5 shows that the spatial correlation decreases slowly as the transmit antenna angles ψ T and θ T decrease.
By using (26) , the time-varying spatial CFs of the first and second taps of the single-bounced semi-ellipsoid model (i.e., SB l,3 ) for different movement properties (i.e., t and γ R ) are shown in Fig. 6 . Measurement results in [46] have shown that the spatial CFs gradually decrease when the normalized antenna spacing δ R /λ increases, which confirms the results in Fig. 6 . In this figure, the correlation in the first tap is higher than that in Fig. 7 . Proposed spatial CFs for the rays with single and double interactions with respect to different movement directions in highway scenarios. Fig. 8 . Proposed spatial CFs for the rays with single interactions of ground reflection with respect to different antenna heights (i.e., H t and H r ) and different distance D between the MT and MR.
the second tap because of the dominant LoS rays, which is in correspondence with the results in [29] . By using (25) and imposing i = 1 and 3 in (24), Fig. 7 illustrates the time-varying spatial CFs of the rays with single (i.e., SB 1,1 and SB 1,3 ) and double (i.e., DB) interactions of the first tap in the WSS condition (i.e., t = 0). The figure shows that the movement directions (i.e., γ R ) have no impact on the distribution of the time-varying spatial CFs when the proposed channel model is under WSS assumption. It can be observed that the spatial correlation of the single-bounced rays SB 1,3 is lower than that of the singlebounced rays SB 1,1 . Fig. 8 shows the time-varying spatial CFs for the rays with ground interactions. From the figure, we can easily notice that when the heights from the center points of the MT and MR antenna elements to the ground increase from 20 m (H r = 2H t ) to 50 m (H r = 5H t ), the spatial CFs decrease slowly. It can also be noted that the spatial correlation decreases gradually as the MR moves away from the MT.
By using (26) and (39) , Fig. 9 illustrates the proposed spatial CFs for the single-bounced rays scattered by ground surface and roadside environments. Note that the spatial correlation gradually decrease when the propagation delay τ increases, which is in agreement with the results in [29] . Furthermore, the Fig. 9 . Proposed spatial CFs for the rays with single interactions scattered by ground surface and roadside environments with respect to different road width b 1 . Fig. 10 . Proposed frequency CFs for the rays with double interactions with respect to different movement directions and different time instants in highway scenarios.
correlations scattered by roadside environments are clearly higher than those scattered by the ground surface. Moreover, when the road width b 1 decreases from 160 m to 120 m, the values of the correlation increase slowly.
By using (25) and (28), Fig. 10 shows the time-varying frequency CFs of the double-bounced models (i.e., DB and DB 2,2 ) corresponding to the different movement directions and different movement time instants. It is clearly observed that, for the double-bounced DB WSS model, regardless of what the movement directions are (i.e., γ R = π/3 or 2π/3), the curves of the frequency CFs between them tend to be the same, which confirms the analysis in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, it is evident that when the receiver's movement direction γ R is π/3, the value of the frequency CFs are relatively higher than that at γ R = π/6. Then, we observe that the frequency correlations of the double-bounced DB 2,2 are lower than those of the double-bounced DB in the proposed non-stationary V2V channel model.
In Fig. 11 , the movement velocities and directions of the MT/MR are fixed at v T = v R = 8.3 m/s and γ T = γ R = −π/2, respectively, to highlight the impacts of the movement velocities/directions of the moving vehicles on the V2V channel characteristics [12] . It is obvious that the spatial correlation decreases more rapidly as the velocity v s increases from 5 m/s to 20 m/s. Furthermore, when the vehicles moves towards the x axis, i.e., γ s = −π/2, the spatial correlation is higher than that when the vehicles moves away the x axis, i.e., γ s = π/2.
C. Doppler PSDs
By using (31), Figs. 12 and 13 show the Doppler PSDs of the proposed V2V channel model for different movement directions and different taps, respectively. It is observed from Fig. 12 that the Doppler PSD is positively shifted when the MT and MR move toward each other, i.e., γ T = 0 and γ R = π. In contrast, the Doppler spectrum is negatively shifted when the MT and MR move in opposite directions, i.e., γ T = π and γ R = 0. It is also noted that the Doppler spectrum decreases gradually as the road width b 1 decreases from 160 m to 120 m. In Fig. 13 , we notice that the Doppler spectrum gradually decreases with an increase in the taps of the proposed channel model. For the MR movement perpendicular to the direct LoS rays (i.e., γ T = γ R = π/2), the Doppler spectrum in the stationary channel model has a peak at zero, which is in agreement with the measurements in [47] . However, this is not necessary for the proposed non-stationary V2V channel model. Note that the Doppler spectrum in nonstationary V2V channels changes continually at different time instants when γ T and γ R are set to π/2, as reported in [27] .
D. PDPs and Stationary Intervals
By using (32), Fig. 14 illustrates the values of the PDPs of the proposed 3D model for different propagation delays. The number of averaged PDP is set 15 [48] . It is worth mentioning that the propagation delay τ can be defined as the ratio of the geometric path length to the light velocity c; thus, the shortest and longest propagation delays of the proposed WSS model are respectively obtained as τ min = D/c and τ max ≈ 2a l /c. From the figure, we can notice that the PDP gradually decreases with an increase in the propagation delay τ , which agrees with the results of [29] . Furthermore, the values of the PDPs decrease as the MT and MR are surrounded by more vehicles (i.e., R t = R r = 10 m). Overall, the proposed model can be easily fitted by the measured PDP at different time slots. In this way, we can efficiently design and analyze the vehicular communication systems. Fig. 15 shows the stationary intervals of the proposed model for V2V communication environments using the following simulation parameters obtained from [28] : f c = 5.9 GHz, ω l = −3.2, N P NP = 15, and ρ 0 = 0.8. It is observed that the stationary intervals for the V2V highway scenarios are obviously lower than those for the V2V urban scenarios. This is because the movement velocities of the MT and MR in V2V highway scenario are both 25 m/s, which are larger than those in the V2V urban scenarios (8.3 m/s). However, [42] demonstrates that the stationary intervals gradually decrease as the movement velocity increases. The excellent agreement between the theoretical results and measured data in [48] confirms the utility of the proposed model.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a 3D wideband geometrybased channel model for MIMO V2V communications in tunnel environments. By adjusting some model parameters, the model is adaptable to a wide variety of communication environments. In addition, the 3D multiple confocal semi-ellipsoid models are for the first time taken into account in the GBSMs for modeling wideband channels; therefore, we are able to practically investigate the channel characteristics for different propagation delays.
Based on the proposed model, comprehensive statistical properties have been derived and thoroughly investigated. It has been demonstrated that the proposed channel characteristics show different behaviors at different propagation delays. It is additionally shown that the dominance of the LoS component results in a higher correlation in the first tap of the proposed channel model than in the second one. From the numerical results, we conclude that the time-varying spatial CFs and frequency CFs are significantly affected by the different taps of the proposed channel model, the movement times, and the directions between the MT and MR. Finally, the proposed results closely agree with the measured data, which validates the utility of our model. Our research work therefore as a theoretical guidance for providing designing V2V communication systems in future wireless networks.
APPENDIX I
In this section, we investigate the V2V channel characteristics for the NLoS propagation rays with ground reflection. It is assumed that there are N g objects uniformly existing on the ground in different azimuth plane. The heights from the center points of the MT and MR antenna elements to the ground are denoted as H t and H r , respectively. Then, the complex coefficient for the NLoS rays with ground reflection can be expressed as h (n g )
where Ω g denotes the energy-related parameter, α (n g ) T , β (n g ) T , α (n g ) R , and β (n g ) R are the AAoD, EAoD, AAoA, and EAoA of the waves scattered from the objects on the ground, respectively. The ξ pn g and ξ qn g are the distances from the MT and MR to the objects on the ground, respectively, which can be expressed as
where ξ T,n g = H t csc β (n g ) T and ξ R,n g = H r csc β (n g )
R . In the model, we assume that the received signals scattered from the ground are single-bounced, rather than double-bounced. Therefore, the spatial CF for the NLoS rays with ground reflection can be expressed as 
It is worth mentioning that, the spatial CFs of the proposed model for the ground-bounced rays are related to the heights of the slopes on which the MT and MR are located.
APPENDIX II
As shown in Fig. 16(a) , when the MT moves from position P 1 to P 2 , the MR moves from position P 3 to P 4 , and the vehicles move from position P 5 to P 6 , the channel model varies over time. Note that the MT and MR are symmetric about the y − z plane in the proposed model; therefore, we consider the movement directions and velocities of the vehicles around the MT in this section. It is assumed that the objects represented by the moving vehicles around the MT are fixed as a reference point. Then, the velocities of the MT and MR relative to the moving vehicles are denoted as v T /s and v R/s , respectively. Note that the MT, MR, and moving vehicles are located in the same plane; therefore, the movement directions of the MT and MR relative to the moving vehicles are denoted as γ T /s and γ R/s , respectively. Here, the complex fading envelope between the p-th transmit antenna and 
where Ω m denotes the energy-related parameter, D pn m (t) and D qn m (t) are the distances from the p-th transmit and q-th receive antenna to the moving vehicles around the MT, respectively, which can be expressed as
D qn m (t)
with D R,0 = R 2 t + D 2 − 2R t D cos α 
Based on the principle of the relative motion, the velocities of the MT and MR relative to the moving vehicles can be derived as
where v s and γ s denote the movement velocity and direction of the moving vehicles, respectively. Then, the relative motion angles ϕ T /s and γ R/s can be respectively derived as
Here, when the waves from the MT impinge on moving vehicles (around the MT) before reaching the MR, the spatial CF can be expressed as 
It is worth mentioning that, the spatial CFs for the rays with single interaction of moving vehicles around the MT are related to the movement directions and velocities of the vehicles.
